Introduction
The celebrated Boggess-Polking theorem [BP82] extending classical results of Lewy [L56] states that all (continuous) CR-functions on a generic submanifold M in C N extend holomorphically to a wedge in the direction of the convex cone spanned by the values of the (vector-valued) Levi form of M. Here one starts with a submanifold M and ends with a wedge. A natural question is to obtain a result generalizing the above one within the category of wedges with description of the additional directions of extendibility (see Tumanov [T95a, T95b] for general extension results to wedges without prescription of the direction).
Given a wedge V in a submanifold M of C N (see §3 for the definition) whose edge E ⊂ ∂V at a point p ∈ E is a generic (i.e. T p E + iT p E = T p C N ), in general, CR-functions on V do not extend to a wedge in the direction of each nontrivial value of the Levi form of M as was recently observed by EG01] already in the case when M is a hypersurface (see [EG99, Example 1.2] and Example 1.2 below). In this paper we propose an invariant geometric way of selecting those Levi form directions that are responsible for the extension, in particular, explaining the phenomenon discovered in [EG99, EG01] .
The (extrinsic) Levi form of M at a point p can be seen as a hermitian form L = L p : T taken in the space T p C N /T p M. We refer to γ w > π/2 as the angle condition. Throughout this paper we write pr :
for the canonical projection. Our main result provides holomorphic extension of CR-functions on V in all additional directions of Γ π/2 p (V ): Theorem 1.1. Let V be a wedge with edge E at p in a C 4 -smooth submanifold M ⊂ C N , where E is a C 2 -smooth generic submanifold of C N . Suppose that the interior of the cone Γ π/2 p
p . Moreover, the extension of each CR-function continuous up to E is also continuous up to E ∪ V .
In particular, the wedge V ′ is contained in the polynomial, rational and holomorphic (with respect to any Stein neighborhood) hulls of V . The following example shows that π/2 for the cone Γ π/2 p cannot be replaced by any smaller angle: Example 1.2. Consider the hypersurface
and the wedge V := {z ∈ M : Im z 1 > |Im z 2 |} with edge E := R 3 at 0. Then for w :
0 M with ε > 0 arbitrarily small, the Levi form L(w, w) points down and the angle γ w < π/2 is arbitrarily close to π/2. However, any domain of holomoprhic extension of CRfunctions on V must be contained in the half-space Im z 3 > 0. Hence the Levi form of a vector w with γ w arbitrarily close to π/2, may not be in general a direction of extension as in Theorem 1.1.
The assumption that the edge E is generic in Theorem 1.1 is also important and cannot be dropped as the following example shows: Example 1.3. Consider the hypersurface M := {z = (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ C 2 : Im z 2 = |z 1 | 2 } and, for a real number 1/2 < α < 1, the wedge V := {z ∈ M : Im z 2 < Im z 1/α 1 } with edge E := {z ∈ M : z 1 = 0} at 0. Then, for w := (1, 0) ∈ T c 0 M, we have L 0 (w, w) > 0 and γ w = πα > π/2. However, the CR-function f (z 1 , z 2 ) := (z 2 − z 1/α 1 ) −1 on V does not extend holomorphically to any wedge V ′ as in Theorem 1.1. (It can be shown that the polynomial, rational and holomorphic hulls of V do not contain any wedge in C 2 with edge E, see e.g. [ZZ01] .)
If one restricts attention to vectors w ∈ T c p M ∩ T p E, then the angle condition in (1) is automatically satisfied. Indeed, since E is generic at p, it is easy to see that the angle γ w is always either 2π or π depending on whether w belongs to T c p E or not. For Levi directions arising from vectors w of this kind, a similar extension result is due to Boggess-Polking for γ w = 2π and to Baracco and the second author [BZ01] for γ w = π. Another case has been treated by EG01] , where the cone C p V contains zero directions of the Levi form with nonzero directions arbitrarily close. This situation can be also explained by Theorem 1.1, since the angle γ w may be chosen arbitrarily close to π, in particular, greater than π/2. On the other hand, the following example shows that one may really need to consider γ w arbitrarily close to π/2 to get new directions of extension in
Example 1.4. Consider the hypersurface
for a small ε > 0. Then the Levi form is negative only for vectors w ∈ T c 0 M whose direction is sufficiently close to that of w 0 = (−1 + i, 1 + i, 0), for which L 0 (w 0 , w 0 ) = −2ε < 0. We choose V := {z ∈ M : Im z 1 > 0, Im z 2 > 0} so that γ w 0 = π/2. Then there exist w arbitrarily close to w 0 with γ w > π/2 (see also §2) and hence Theorem 1.1 yields extension to a wedge on the negative side of M. On the other hand, for any vector w with L 0 (w, w) < 0, the angle γ w must be close to π/2.
The technique of [BZ01] was based on attaching smooth (C 1,β ) analytic discs to E ∪ V which is possible in any direction w ∈ T c p M ∩ T p E and then on filling a wedge by these discs. In the other directions w ∈ T c p M with π/2 < γ w < π considered in this paper, such discs may not exist and hence other methods are required. Our approach here consists of two main steps. Using tools developed in [ZZ01] , we first attach nonsmooth analytic discs to V that will not fill a wedge anymore but rather a smaller region V ′ that we call α-wedge, where some directions are bounded by αth powers of others for some α > 1/2. (Here α is chosen such that γ w = απ.) Then we attach analytic discs to properly chosen submanifolds M approximating M such that, over a certain region, M is contained in V ′ . For this step, the property α > 1/2 is crucial and guarantees that the directions of (1/α)th powers are not affected by the Taylor expansion of (the defining functions of) M.
We conclude by giving an application of Theorem 1.1 to regularity and holomorphic extension of CR-functions generalizing the "edge-of-the-wedge" theorem of Ajrapetyan-Henkin [AH81] .
. . , V n be a wedges in M with the same edge E at p, where E is a generic C 2 -smooth submanifold. Suppose that
Then every continuous function f on E that admits continuous CR-extension to each V j , also extends holomorphically to a neighborhood of p in C N . In particular, f has the same smoothness as E and its extension to each V j the same smoothness as M.
In the case of two wedges V 1 , V 2 with opposite directions in a hypersurface M containing zero directions of the Levi form (of M) having mixed signature similar results are due to EastwoodGraham [EG99, EG01] .
Equivalent version of the angle condition
The angle condition γ w > π/2 has a simple interpretation in terms of the directional cone of V . For any generic submanifold E ⊂ M ⊂ C N at a point p ∈ E we have the canonical isomorphism
Lemma 2.1. For w ∈ T c p M, the condition γ w > π/2 holds if and only if, for suitable e iθ ∈ S 1 , w ∈ T c p M arbitrarily close to w and for the decomposition
Proof. By adding a suitable vector v ∈ Σ to w, we can assume that the plane Cw intersects the interior of C p V in a plane cone of angle greater than π/2. The last condition holds if and only if, for some choice of e iθ , a, b as above, one has
for some α > 1/2, where ∆ ⊂ C denotes the unit disc. The inclusion in (2) is clearly equivalent to b + ta ∈ Σ for all |t| < 1 + ε for some ε > 0 and hence to b ± a ∈ Σ.
A particular case when a = 0 that is
. It is clear that this happens precisely when either γ w = π or γ w = 2π.
Preliminaries
We begin by defining open subsets in real manifolds having cone property. By a cone Γ in the euclidean space R m we always mean a subset invariant under multiplication by positive real numbers. A subcone Γ ′ ⊂ Γ is said to be strictly smaller if Γ ′ \ {0} is contained in the interior of Γ.
Definition 3.
1. An open subset V in a real C 1 -smooth manifold M is said to have the cone property at a boundary point p ∈ ∂V with respect to an open cone Γ ⊂ T p M if, for any strictly smaller subcone Γ ′ ⊂ Γ and some (and hence any) local coordinates on M in a neighborhood of p, one has x + y ∈ V for all x ∈ V and y ∈ Γ ′ sufficiently close to p and 0 respectively, where the sum is taken with respect to the given coordinates.
We also say that V has the cone property without specifying Γ if there exists Γ for which the cone property holds. It is clear from the definition that, if a given V ⊂ M has the cone property with respect to each of two cones Γ 1 and Γ 2 , then the cone property also holds for the sum Γ 1 + Γ 2 . Furthermore, among all such cones there is unique maximal one, namely the sum of all of them that is automatically convex. We call it the tangent cone to V at p and denote by C p V .
An important special case of a subset with cone property is a wedge. We call an open subset V ⊂ M a wedge with edge E at p, where E is a submanifold of M through p, if V has cone property at p ∈ ∂V and if E ⊂ ∂V . In this case the tangent cone C p V is automatically invariant under addition of vectors in T p E and can be canonically represented by a normal cone Σ ⊂ T p M/T p E that we call the directional cone of the wedge V at p.
Finally, recall that a real submanifold
Generic submanifolds are precisely the noncharacteristic submanifolds for the system of Cauchy-Riemann equations. If M ⊂ C N is another submanifold containing E which is generic at p, then M is also generic at p. As usual continuous functions are called CR-functions if they are solutions of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations in distributional sense (see e.g. [BER99] ).
Attaching nonsmooth analytic discs
We discuss now about attaching analytic discs to a generic submanifold M of C N . The reader is referred to [B91, T96, BER99] for details. By an analytic disc in C N we mean a holomorphic mapping A from ∆, the unit disc in C, into C N which extends at least continuously to ∆; we still denote by A the image A(∆). We say that A is attached to M if A(∂∆) ⊂ M. Usually one considers smooth (C k,β with k ≥ 1) discs. (The reason of the fractional regularity is due to the continuity of the Hilbert transform in the corresponding classes of functions.) We will also make an extensive use of the main technical tools developed in [ZZ01] for attaching analytic discs that are C 1 except at τ = 1, where they are only Hölder-continuous. For 1 2 < α < 1, we put
For any real δ, consider the principal branch of (1 − τ ) δ on ∆ that is real on the interval (0, 1); note that (1 − τ ) 2α ∈ C 1,β . As in [ZZ01] , define P α (∂∆) ⊂ C α (∂∆) to be the subspace of all linear combinations of (1 − τ ) α and functions in C 1,β (∂∆) and P α (∆) ⊂ C α (∆) to be the subspace of linear combinations of (1 − τ ) α , (1 −τ ) α and functions in C 1,β (∆). These subspaces become Banach spaces with the norm of a disc being the sum of the C α -norm of its nonsmooth factor and the C 1,β -norm of the remainder. It is easy to see that the Hilbert transform is a bounded operator on P α (∆). We choose coordinates (z, w) ∈ C l × C n = C N , z = x + iy, where M is defined by y = h(x, w) for a vector valued function h = (h 1 , . . . , h l ) with h(0) = 0, h ′ (0) = 0. It is well-known (cf. [B91] ) that, given a sufficiently small holomorphic function w(τ ) in ∆ that is C α in ∆ and a sufficiently small vector x ∈ R l , there exists a (unique) small analytic disc A(τ ) = (z(τ ), w(τ )) attached to M in the same class with prescribed small value x(1) = x. It is shown in [ZZ01] that the same statement also holds in the class P α defined above and that the obtained disc A dependens smoothly on w(·) and x. More precisely, one has:
k+2 -smooth (k ≥ 1) and fix α > 1/2. Then for every sufficiently small x ∈ R l and holomorphic function w(·) ∈ P α (∆) there is an unique sufficiently small analytic disc A = (z(·), w(·)) ∈ P α with x(1) = x attached to M that depends in a C k fashion on w ∈ P α and x ∈ R l .
It is further shown in [ZZ01] that, if A(1) = 0 and if the coordinates (z, w) are chosen as above, the component z(τ ) is in fact in C 1,β .
Filling α-wedges by nonsmooth analytic discs
Our fist main step in proving Theorem 1.1 will be to obtain a weaker statement about the extension to a region smaller than a wedge. More precisely, given submanifolds M ⊂ M 
where W is a wedge in M ′ with edge M at p and c is a positive constant. We say that an α-wedge over V is of class C 1,δ if the submanifold M ′ can be chosen to be of class C 1,δ . The following statement is the main technical tool for the proof of Theorem 1.1:
Theorem 5.1. Let M ⊂ C N be a generic C 4 -smooth submanifold and V ⊂ M be a domain with cone property at a point p ∈ ∂V . Fix α > 1/2 and w ∈ T Then analytic discs in C N attached to V fill an α-wedge over V at p of class C 1,δ for some 0 < δ < 1 with one-dimensional additional direction arbitrarily close to that of L p (w, w).
Here the new α-wedge is understood in a submanifold M ′ with boundary M at p. When V is a wedge with generic edge E, then the arguments of Baouendi-Treves [BT81] can be used to show that continuous CR-functions on a neighborhood of p in V can be uniformly approximated on compacta by holomorphic polynomials. Hence, replacing V by such a neighborhood, we obtain from Theorem 5.1:
Corollary 5.2. Let V be a wedge in a C 4 -smooth submanifold M ⊂ C N with generic edge E at a point p. Then all continuous CR-functions on V admit CR-extension to an α-wedge over V at p of class C 1,δ for some 0 < δ < 1 with one-dimensional additional direction arbitrarily close to that of L p (w, w).
Indeed, given a sequence of holomorphic polynomials converging uniformly to a continuous CRfunction on V on compacta, it also converges uniformly on the union of discs by the maximum principle. Hence, if the discs fill an α-wedge over V , the sequence of polynomials converges there to a continuous CR-function.
Remark 5.3. If a CR-function is of class C
κ for some 1 ≤ κ ≤ ∞, the sequence of polynomials can be chosen to converge in the C κ -norm and therefore the CR-extension is also C κ .
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Choose coordinates (z, w) ∈ C l × C n , z = x + iy, with p = 0 in which M is defined by y = h(x, w), where h := (h 1 , . . . , h l ) has no harmonic terms of order 2. Let w = w 0 ∈ T c p M satisfy (4). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that w 0 can be chosen such that (1 − τ ) α ′ w 0 ∈ Γ for some α ′ > α and all τ ∈ ∆, where Γ is a suitable strictly smaller subcone of the interior of C p V . For a small real parameter η > 0 set
We attach discs A(τ ) = A η (τ ) to M with "w-componets" w(τ ) (the above choice of w 0 will guarantee that our discs with be automatically attached to V ). We write
and solve the Bishop's equation
where T 1 is the Hilbert transform on ∂∆ normalized by the condition T 1 (·)| τ =1 = 0. By Proposition 4.1, for small η, this equation has solution u(·) in P α with u(1) = 0. It is proved in [ZZ01] that u(·) is in C 1,β and moreover η → v η , R → C 1,β is of class C k . Then also v := T 1 u ∈ C 1,β and η → v η is of class C k . In particular, for the radial derivative ∂ r v, we have
where the dots stand for the derivatives in η. Since h(0) = 0 and h ′ (0) = 0, we have v| η=0 ≡ 0 anḋ v| η=0 ≡ 0. Hence alsou| η=0 ≡ 0 becauseu is related tov by the Hilbert transform. As forv, note
Note that for τ = e iθ , we have |1 − τ | 2α = |θ| 2α + o(|θ| 2α ) ∈ C 1,β (∂∆). Hence the harmonic extension of |1 − τ | 2α from ∂∆ to ∆ is also of class C 1,β (∂∆). By the Hopf Lemma, the radial derivative of this harmonic extension at τ = 1 is negative and we have by (6),
Hence for sufficiently small η, we conclude from (5) that A η = (z η , w η ) is transversal to M and ∂ r v points to a direction arbitrarily close to L p (w 0 , w 0 ). The conclusion about filling an α-wedge over V follows now from [ZZ01] .
If (4) holds for several vectors w 1 , . . . ,
then CR-functions on V extend to a full-dimensional α-wedge over V whose additional directions can be chosen to be in any cone strictly smaller than the convex span of the above basis. This result will follow from the proof of the "edge-of-the-wedge" theorem of Ajrapetian and Henkin Remark 5.5. If the boundary ∂V does not contain a generic submanifold E, the classical arguments of [BT81] cannot be applied to show that any continuous CR-function on V is approximated by polynomials on compacta, even after replacing V by a smaller neighborhood of p in V . Nevertheless it is shown in [ZZ01] by a different construction that holomorphic extension of CR-functions to an α-wedge can be obtained also in this case.
Proof of Corollary 5.4. We write
By Corollary 5.2, all (continuous) CR-functions on V admit CR-extensions to α-wedges V 1 , . . . , V s over V at p of class C 1,δ with additional directions of vectors v 1 , . . . , v s arbitrarily close to those of L p (w 1 , w 1 ) , . . . , L p (w s , w s ) respectively. Denote by W 1 , . . . , W s the corresponding wedges with edge M at p as in (3). By (7), we can assume Γ ′ ⊂⊂ conv{v 1 , . . . , v s }. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any z 0 ∈ V and 1 ≤ j ≤ s,
By repeating the arguments of the proof of [T96, Theorem 4 .1] one can show that all continuous CR-functions on V admit holomorphic extensions to a subset
where B(p) is a neighborhood of p in M and c ′ > 0 is a constant, both chosen independently of z 0 (we have identified Γ ′ with a cone in C N in the normal direction to T p M). Such a choice can be obtained by rescaling the submanifold in (8) and using the uniformity of the construction of Tumanov [T96] with respect to the C 1,δ -norms of the submanifolds and using his regularity results [T93] for parameter dependence of solutions of Bishop's equation. It follows now from (3) that the subset (9) contains an α-wedge over V with additional directions of Γ ′ .
Passing from α-wedges to wedges
In this section we will assume that V ⊂ M is a wedge with generic edge E at p. We denote by (C p V ) 0 the interior in T p M of the tangent cone C p V of V at p. As before we fix α > 1/2.
Proposition 6.1. Let V be a wedge in M with generic edge E at p and V ′ be an α-wedge over V at p with one-dimensional additional direction. Then the union of analytic discs attached to V ∪V ′ contains a wedge V ′′ with edge E at p in a submanifold
is arbitrarily close to the additional direction of V ′ . In particular, all continuous functions on V admitting CR-extension to V ′ are also CR-extendible to a wedge with edge E at p as above.
Proof. Since E is generic, by shrinking V and V ′ if necessary we may assume that continuous functions on V ∪ V ′ that are CR on V ′ are uniformly approximated by holomorphic polynomials on compacta. By choosing suitable holomorphic coordinates z = x + iy ∈ C N in a neighborhood of p we may assume that p = 0,
and the additional direction of V ′ is that of (0, . . . , 0, i). We write z = (z
and denote by σ : B(p) → M any transversal projection from a neighborhood of p in C N to M. In the sequel we write c j (j = 1, 2, . . . ) for positive constants that may change during the proof. Since M is of class C 2 , we have
with c 1 suitably chosen. Let W be a wedge with edge M at p as in (3). Then there exist c 1 , c 2 > 0 such that
Let further V ⊂ V be a wedge with edge E at p whose directional cone at p is a sufficiently small cone around [(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0) 
for suitable constants c 1 , c 2 > 0, where we have used that E is of class C 2 . From (10) and (11) we conclude
We shall now define a deformation M of M whose part will enter the region in the left-hand side of (12). It is easy to see from the construction that, if c 3 is sufficiently large,
is a submanifold of C N near p of the same dimension as M. Futhermore we can shrink M around p and choose a sufficiently large constant c 4 for which (12) implies the inclusion
We now construct an analytic disc attached to M ∩ V ′ that passes through 0 and is transversal to M there. Consider a holomorphic function z N −1 (·) on the unit disc ∆ that is C 1,β (β = 2α − 1) up to the boundary with z N −1 (1) = 0 and satisfying
where c 3 can be taken to satisfy c 3 ≥ 8c 4 . By solving the Bishop's equation for sufficiently small z N −1 (in the C 1,β norm), we can find a small analytic disc z(τ ) with z(1) = 0 and the nontrivial tangential derivative ∂ θ z(1) = 0, attached to M with the component z N −1 (τ ) prescribed above such that the derivatives ∂ θ z(τ ), τ ∈ ∆, are arbitrarily close to the plane {(0, . . . , 0)}×C×{0} ⊂ T p M. Then we can achieve σ(z(τ )) ∈ V for all z ∈ ∆. Furthermore, since (z ′′ (τ ), z N (τ )) ≤ c 5 |1 − τ | with c 5 arbitrarily small and |x N −1 (τ )| ≥ c 6 |1 − τ | for some c 6 and all τ ∈ ∂∆ in a suitable neighborhood U of 1, we conclude
with c 7 abitrarily large. Therefore z = z(τ ) is contained in the left-hand side of (14) for z ∈ ∂∆ ∩ U \ {1}. On the other hand, it is clear from the construction that z(τ ) can be chosen to be contained in the left-hand side of (14) also for τ ∈ ∂∆ \ U. It follows that z(τ ) ∈ V ′ for all τ ∈ ∂∆\{1}. Furthermore, due to the construction of M and the Hopf lemma, the radial derivative ∂ r z(1) is arbitrarily close to the subspace {(0, . . . , 0)}×C 2 ⊂ C N −2 ×C 2 and ∂ r z(1) / ∈ T p M. Hence sufficiently small deformations z(·) of z(·) with z(1) ∈ V fill a wedge V ′′ satisfying the required conclusion.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Fix w ∈ T c p M with γ w > π/2. We may assume that continuous CRfunctions on V are uniformly approximated by holomorphic polynomials on compacta. By Corollary 5.2, all continuous CR-functions on V extend holomoprhically to an α-wedge V ′ over V at p with one-dimensional additional direction arbitrarily close to that of L p (w, w). Then we conclude from Proposition 6.1 that CR-functions on V also extend to wedge V ′′ in a submanifold M ′′ with dim M ′′ = dim M + 1 satisfying the conclusion of the proposition. In this way we obtain CRextension to a (dim M + 1)-dimensional wedge V ′′ with pr(C p V ′′ ) arbitrarily close to any given Levi form value L p (w, w) for γ w > π/2.
If a CR-function on V is continuous up to E, it is approximated by polynomials uniformly up to E and hence the extension is continuous up to E ∪ V . For these function, their holomorphic extension to a full-dimensional wedge V ′ with pr(C p V ′ ) ⊃ Γ π/2 p can be obtained from the mentioned above proof of a strong version of the edge-of-the-wedge theorem given by Tumanov [T93, T96] .
If a CR-function is not known to be continuous up to E, the edge E can be "pushed" inside V reducing the extension problem to the above situation. Then the conclusion follows from the parameter version of the edge-of-the-wedge theorem following the arguments of [T93, T96] .
Proof of Corollary 1.5. If each of the cones Γ π/2 p (V 1 ), . . . , Γ π/2 p (V n ) has nonempty interior, the conclusion follows directly from Theorem 1.1 and from the edge-of-the-wedge theorem [AH81] . In general, the proof uses Corollary 5.2 and Proposition 6.1 as above to obtain CR-extension to lower-dimensional wedges and then again the edge-of-the-wedge theorem. For the last passage one needs the stronger version of the edge-of-the-wedge theorem assuming only C 1,δ -regularity of the submanifolds that follows from [T93, T96] .
